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Enabling the Mobile
Workforce with

Web-to-Host Technology
By  D onova n  D e a k i n

Mobile employees no longer accept being disconnected from
real-time sources of information on products and customers.
For this group of users, and other remote users, Web-to-host
technologies are a good fit.This article will examine the charac-
teristics of Web-to-host technologies in detail and provide some
criteria to consider when evaluating Web-to-host solutions.

MANY
authorities believe that tele-
working, including remote

and mobile computing, will be the principal
workplace trend in the next millennium.
Factors contributing to this view include:

� the rising number of mobile workers
� increasingly affordable and available

high-speed connectivity
� the growing portfolio of technologies

and solutions available to IT to support
remote workers

� enterprise organizations, including IT,
are beginning to see teleworking as less
a bonus and more as a mechanism to
increase business efficiency and continuity

EVOLVING TECHNOLOGIES
AND NEW USERS

Telecommunications and information tech-
nologies have come a long way to support the
growing remote worker population. Now we
have broadband access that enables “always-on”
connectivity to remote access services (RAS)
for 24x7 e-mail. In addition, virtual private
networks (VPNs) provide access to network
resources and the PCs or other devices that
mobile employees use to do their work, at any
time and any place.

Along with advancements in technology,
the mobile workforce is also evolving. A vari-
ety of new user communities have joined
mobile employees in moving out of the office

and into the field, including sales representa-
tives and customer service agents. These
remote professionals have unique access and
support requirements. To fulfill their business
responsibilities, these employees need broad
access to network resources, such as databases,
enterprise applications and host systems.

ENABLING TECHNOLOGY:
WEB-TO-HOST

There is increasing demand among mobile
workers for access to host systems because
host systems and mainframes continue to store
as much as 60-70 percent of enterprise data.

IDC writes, “Remote and mobile workers
are becoming more common ... Host access

vendors should see growing adoption of Web-
to-host products (as well as wireless-to-host),
as these are used to connect workers to their
corporate back-end systems.” (IDC
Worldwide Host Access Software Market
Forecast and Analysis, 2001-2006).

Web-to-host technology permits secure and
rapid access to host system data and applica-
tions. With its roots in traditional host access
technology (or terminal emulation), Web-to-
host technologies emerged in the marketplace
about five years ago. The technology has
steadily matured, and adoption rates are rising.
IT administrators can choose from a range of
Web-to host solutions, including basic solu-
tions and advanced solutions. As an enabling
technology, Web-to-host offers IT the means
to expand services for mobile workers and
experience business and operational benefits.

We will outline the characteristics of Web-
to-host technologies and provide some criteria
to consider when evaluating user require-
ments, suitability and capabilities of vendor
offerings. Finally, we will include highlights
on business and operational benefits that you
can gain with this technology.

CHARACTERISTICS OF
WEB-TO-HOST TECHNOLOGY

The fundamental concept of Web-to-host
technology is to provide users with access to
host systems from their workstations, without
having to visit the workstations. Web-to-host

There is increasing demand
among mobile workers for

access to host systems
because host systems and
mainframes continue to
store as much as 60-70

percent of enterprise data.
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technology leverages Web server and browser
technologies to provide access to host systems.
The only installation required is on a Web
server. End users require only a Web browser
on their desktop, which is typically already
present. Initial deployment does not require
installation on end user desktops, and for sub-
sequent upgrades or updates, IT or the end user
does patches automatically with no intervention.

IMPORTANT EVALUATION
CRITERIA

Web-to-host technology offers more than
the means to deliver increased access to
remote and mobile workers. Companies can
take advantage of this Web-based software
internally to simplify administration and lower
costs associated with managing host access.
Today, many companies are transitioning,
completely or in part, from traditional to
Web-basedhost access to gain cost savings
and reduce the burden on IT surrounding
deployment, upgrades and maintenance.
Regardless of the objective, the following are
core criteria to consider when evaluating
Web-to-host products:

� flexibility
� functionality
� security

Flexibility
Flexibility of a Web-to-host product is

critical. It must work with the existing desk-
top environment and fit into existing IT
infrastructure. Today many enterprises deploy
their Web-based applications using J2EE
application servers (BEA Web Logic, IBM
WebSphere) or Web servers (Apache Web
Server, Microsoft Internet Information
Server). The platforms for these Web applica-
tions may be mixed, including various distri-
butions of UNIX and Linux as well as
Microsoft Windows. Any Web-to-host product
should be able to use the full range of platforms
and Web-application technologies found in the
enterprise. Java-based products afford the
greatest flexibility in this context.

Flexibility is also critical for the end user,
and Java-based products provide the greatest
flexibility by allowing users to choose any
desktop environment they like. This environ-
ment includes the operating system, the
browser and security policies. Administrators
can then deploy a Java-based product to the
desktop without needing to control the user’s
environment. For example, many desktops

have security settings that do not allow Active
X controls to be downloaded over the Web.
Since Java has a very well-defined and rigid
security model, it is compatible with a wide
range of security policies and can be deployed to
desktops regardless of their Active X settings.

Functionality
Functionality is important to new and exist-

ing users of host applications, and Web-to-host
products support both types of user. New users
may be accustomed to the ease of using Web-
based applications on a portal, which can also
incorporate Web-to-host emulation.

Typically, existing users have accessed host
applications using terminal emulation soft-
ware installed on their desktops, and over time
these traditional emulation products have
matured to offer a great deal of functionality.
Existing users therefore expect a high level of
functionality in their terminal emulator.

Functionality is also important behind the
scenes. There are often a variety of host systems
present in the enterprise, including a mix of
IBM Mainframe, IBM AS/400, OpenVMS,
UNIX and HP systems. One of the many ben-
efits of Web-to-host is that it can provide
multi-host support.

Other functionality requirements include the
ability to automate and customize access to the
host system. Examples of automation and cus-
tomization include creating login macros, pro-
viding a custom interface, and automation of a
repetitive task, such as navigating to a specific
screen in a host application. For a desktop-based
emulator, the macro and scripting capability is
end-user centric and deployed to the desktop.
Web-to-host emulation uses the server instead.
Good Web-to-host products offer a rich API
that can be used with JavaScript or Java.
Because control of what the end user sees is
critical, server-based automation and cus-
tomization capabilities are a real benefit,
allowing an emulator interface to be deployed
across the organization from a central location.

Administration, like deployment, is easier
with a Web server and application server. The
ability to configure and administer the product
from any given location is a benefit for admin-
istrators. IT administrators can implement
changes on the fly, whether they are supporting
an end user at a remote site or offsite. All con-
figurations and customizations are centrally
located on the server.

Security
Not only is security critical when interact-

ing with users outside of the corporate

Intranet, but it is critical inside as well. About
80 percent of all security breaches happen
within the firewall. Web-to-host products must
address security requirements inside and out-
side the firewall by providing authentication,
authorization, encryption and auditing.

Given that most of the information in host
applications must be protected and kept confi-
dential, it is important to support existing host
authentication mechanisms. In many cases
authentication is required to access Web-to-
host sessions as well as the host system. This
authentication can be done in a number of
ways—using an existing directory service is
a simple approach. Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP) and Microsoft Active
Directory are directory services used in many
organizations for identity management. Web-
to-host solutions must be directory-enabled, to
authenticate to the directory and gain access to
the appropriate terminal sessions based on the
user’s identity. Given that there are many
LDAP servers in the marketplace and many
organizations have more than one type, Web-
to-host solutions should provide broad support.

When deploying to users internally, it is
possible to use existing mechanisms for
authentication and authorization. Most Web-
to-host solutions contain an SSL/TLS proxy
server that can be deployed to a firewall’s
DMZ. These often provide server authentica-
tion to ensure that the end user is connecting
to the appropriate server. They also tend to
include SSL/TLS client authentication. For
internal users, there are secure and easily sup-
portable methods to deploy SSL/TLS client
certificates. However, this is not the case when
it comes to external users. Most Web-to-host
products require the use of e-mail, file transfer
or hard media to distribute client certificates.
This can be risky and costly to support. Web-
to-host products should provide a way to
ensure that only authorized users connect via
their SSL/TLS proxy server.

SSL/TLS is commonly used as the secure
transport for security infrastructures, includ-
ing proxy servers and gateways. IBM host
systems (Mainframe and AS/400) allow for
direct SSL/TLS connections. UNIX systems
tend to use Secure Shell (SSH) as their own
method of secure transport. Web-to-host
solutions require that both SSL/TLS and
SSH are supported.

Encryption is necessary to maintain integrity
and privacy of data. Today, Triple DES
encryption—with a 168-bit algorithm—is the
standard among Web-to-host products. Single
DES is no longer accepted by many organiza-
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tions, since some keys based on that technology
could be cracked. AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard) is emerging as a replacement for
Triple DES. AES is stronger, harder to decrypt,
and gives better performance. Web-to-host
solutions need to support this standard very soon.

Knowing who is connecting, where they are
coming from, and where they are going is vital
in maintaining secure host access. Audit
reports provide this information. Reports of
usage by end users, administrative details, and
security breaches are critical because they help
pinpoint problems and locate vulnerability.

EXAMPLES OF ENTERPRISE
WEB-TO HOST PROJECTS

One example of a Web-to-host project is
the case of a Scandinavian bank. The bank
needed to find a cost-effective means for dis-
tributing access to their host applications
across 64 branch offices. The company was
using both IBM S/390 and AS/400 hosts to
run its primary applications and employees
in each of the branch offices needed constant
access to these applications. An essential
requirement was that the solution be easy to

administer and update. Security was also a
primary consideration, given the nature of
the business.

The bank selected a three-tier Web-to-
host solution. Its Web server connects to the
host systems, and serves applets that are
downloaded to the client browsers.
Administration is handled from a central
location. The applets provide the bank’s
users with a full-function, Web-based inter-
face, preserving the look-and-feel of the
host application. SSL and DES encryption
guarantee security of the system.

Another example involves a pharmacy
data service company. The company’s goal
was to provide easy, fast and secure hosts
access to its customers, such as insurance
companies, HMOs and self-insured major
employers. Web-to-host technology not only
permitted the provider to meet these cus-
tomer-driven objectives, but reduce costs
and save time for IT. IT gained significant
timesavings through the centralized man-
agement, easy configuration and task
automation features and capabilities of its
Web-based terminal emulation solution.

SUMMARY

Making host-system data available through
a Web browser allows mobile employees to
take advantage of critical business informa-
tion, such as product and customer data, to do
their jobs. Web-to-host technology enables
companies to satisfy demands from a range of
external and internal business and employee
groups, including mobile employees, partners,
and customers and onsite employees, seeking
access to host applications and data.
Flexibility, full functionality and strong
security arecritical for the success of any
Web-to-host project.  

Donovan Deakin is the senior product manager in
WRQ’s Reflection business unit. He joined WRQ in
1996 as a technical support engineer.
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